SENSORY MOTOR EQUIPMENT
Product Name
Hokki Stool

Zuma Rocker

NeoRok

What it does

Other specifics

Allows seated
movement at a table or
desk for regulation of
attention and focus.

Feet on the floor at
all times. Rocking
back and forth.
Multiple sizes: (12”
stool for 3’2”-3’8”
height user/15” stool
for 3’9”-4’3” height
user/18” stool for
4’3-5’3” user/20”
stool for 5’3”+ height
user)

Allows seated
movement at a table or
desk for regulation of
attention and focus.
Rocking is good for
anxiety. Great for
students who tip their
chairs back on the rear
legs

Rocks back and
forth. Multiple sizes:
13”, 15” and 18”

Allows seated
movement at a table or
desk for regulation of
attention and focus.

Feet on the floor at
all times. Rocking
back and forth.
Multiple sizes: 12” &
15”

Approximate
Cost
Cost varies
greatly
depending on
buying one or
multiple due to
the shipping
costs.
~$175.00-232.
Cheapest
currently is
through
jmcdesign
(Dec 2016)
Cost varies
greatly
depending on
buying one or
multiple due to
the shipping
costs. ~$195280.00
Cheapest
currently is
through
jmcdesign
(Dec 2016)
~100.00 plus
tax & shipping
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Where to Purchase

1. www.amazon.ca
2. http://www.benchmar
que.ca/store/p1/Hokki
_Stool__.html

1. https://www.jmcdesig
ninteriors.com/produc
t/zuma-rocker-chair14-16-18/
2. www.amazon.ca

www.schoolspecialty.com

Airwalker/
Cuddle swing

Airwalker/ Cuddle
swing can provide
vestibular,
proprioceptive, tactile
and movement input. It
can help to facilitate
calming as well as help
children work on rehab
related goals such
improving body and
spatial awareness.

On a stable, properly
installed swing
overhead swing clip.

Ball Chairs

Allows seated
movement at a table or
desk for regulation of
attention and focus.

Ball chairs need lots
of clear and concise
rules or expectations
when presenting
them.

$80.00$120.00

Amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com/s
/ref=nb_ss_sg?url=search
-alias%3Dsporting&fieldkeywords=ballchair

Bean Bag Chairs

Beanbag chairs can
provide deep pressure
input.

Sizes vary greatly.
Fat boy and bean
bag factory have
large full body bags.

Vinyl models
93”-101”:$70100.00

www.schoolspecialty.ca1-800-775-7966

Adult size,
model
“Nirvana”
$199.99.

Large bean bag chair
available on-line at
www.beanbagfactory.net.
Also available on-line at
www.fatboy.ca
Southpaw Enterprises 1937-252-7676 or
southpawenterprises.com

Bear Hug
(Neoprene) Vest

Body Sox

$99.00$270.00

Southpaw Enterprises 1937-252-7676 or
southpawenterprises.com
http://www.southpawenter
prises.com/Cuddle-SwingP338.aspx

http://inyardproducts.com/
collections/all

The Bear Hug Vest
provides deep
pressure and helps to
calm and reduce
hyper-responsiveness.

Wearing time should
not exceed 20
minutes. The effects
of the vest can last
from a few minutes
and up to a few
hours.

$69.00

Body Sox ™ are made
of Lycra ® that
stretches and pulls
against the body. It
provides proprioceptive
input into the body.

Can get pressure
through the head,
but should be
supervised.
You can download
activity ideas from:
www.dynenamicmov
ement.com

$45.00-$80.00

http://www.southpawenter
prises.com/Bear-HugsP837.aspx
Southpaw Enterprises 1937-252-7676 or
southpawenterprises.com
Integrations 1-866-5192816 or
integrationscatalog.com
dyenamicmovement.com

Chewy Tubes

Chewy Tubes provide
oral (sensory) input.

Can be used
anytime. Can be
useful during carpet
time, assemblies or
tabletop activities.

$10.00-$15.00

$12.59 each or
$129.59 dozen

Southpaw Enterprises 1937-252-7676 or
southpawenterprises.com
www.schoolspecialty.ca
www.fdmt.ca

Chewlery

Disc O’ Sit, Sissel,
Sit-Fit

Fidgets

Chewlery provides oral
(sensory) input.

Consider quick
release on
necklaces for
strangulation
concerns.

$11.00-$20.00

Disc o’sit™ or
sometimes referred to
as Sissel seats™ are
air filled cushions that
provide movement,
vestibular and tactile
input.

May not be suitable
for child with weak
core.

$24.00-$55.00

Fidgets provide tactile
input and may assist
with attention They
include, squish balls,
pencil toppers, koosh
balls, spiky balls, etc.

Children using
fidgets must be
informed of rules
with regards to use
of a fidget in the
classroom.

$2.00-$10.00

Affordable Therapy
Solutions
www.affordabletherapysol
utions.com
www.kidcompanions.com
http://www.affordablethera
pysolutions.com

www.amazon.ca
www.fdmt.ca

Dollar stores
Toy Stores
www.Amazon.ca
www.toolsforkids.ca

Foam Blocks

Hop-it Ball

Foam blocks can be
used as ‘heavy work’
when carried by the
child or be used to
‘crash’ into to provide
tactile input.

Cloth versus wipe
able covers

Hop-it balls provide
movement and
vestibular input. They
increase arousal.

Environment used in
for falling off safely

Set of 2 large
blocks
$129.00

Southpaw Enterprises 1937-252-7676 or
southpawenterprises.com

Set of 12
blocks: $45.99

Back to Basics Toys
Games and Hobbies
1-800-356-5360

$25.00-$50.00
Walmart, Toys r us, etc

The Lomsk ™ chair
from Ikea is a great
example of a “womb
space seat”. The
cover creates a little
get away for the child
to decrease visual
stimulation and relax
in. With the cover
open, you can use your
foot to swivel the chair.
Medicine (weighted)
balls can be used as a
‘heavy work’ activity.
This can help facilitate
calming for those who
are sensory seeking.

Use it in a quiet part
of the room to help
further decrease
visual or auditory
stimuli.

Movin’ Sit cushions

Provides movement
opportunity when
seated.

Noise-reducing
Headphones

Helps to reduce
distracting and
extraneous noise.

Lomsk Chair

Medicine Balls

$89.00

Ikea
http://www.ikea.com/ca/en
/search/?query=lomsk+ch
air

Varies greatly
depending on
weight.

Sportchek
http://www.sportchek.ca/

They are wedge
shaped, which helps
shift the pelvis tilt
forwards,
discouraging a
slouching spine. May
not be suitable for
child with weak core.

$30.00-$40.00

School specialties

The NRR (noise
reduction rating)
varies on models.

$20 - $40

Baby/Kids Stores
www.amazon.ca
www.earplugstore.com

Resistance
Tunnels

Resistance Tunnels
provide ‘heavy work’,
proprioceptive input,
movement and tactile
input.

Roll—Foam (e.g.
Tumble Form Roll)

TumbleForm rolls can
be used to provide
deep pressure and
facilitate calming.

Can be dark inside
for children afraid of
the dark.

$90.00

$141.00$550.00

One Stop Sensory Shop:
http://www.onestopsensor
yshop.com/special-needsproducts--resistancetunnel-for-sensoryintegration-therapy.html
Ph: (210) 414-9913
Sammons Preston 1-800665-9200 or
sammonspreston.ca

Scooter Boards

Scooter boards provide
movement and
vestibular input.

Safety with falling
off.

$22.00-$50.00

$130.00$350.00

Stretch-Ease

Tactile Discs

Therapy Balls

Tire Swing

T-Stool

Stretch-Ease stretches
and pulls against the
body. It provides
proprioceptive input.
The resistance against
the body helps
facilitate calming.
Tactile discs are
suitable for children
seeking tactile input.
Hopping from one disc
to the next also
provides movement
input.

Multiple sizes.
Needs to be small
enough to provide
resistance.

$30.00-$35.00

Can be placed on
the floor like lily
pads. Children can
hop from one to the
other. The discs can
also be used to
touch and feel.

$70.00-$80.00

Southpaw Enterprises 1937-252-7676 or
www.southpawenterprises
.com
Dyenamic Movement
Products
www.dyenamicmovement.
com

Therapy balls can be
used to calm and
arouse depending on
the activity.

$39.00-$49.00

Can also be used as a
chair to provide
vestibular input.

$26.00$150.00
$24.00$55.00, bulk
discount
$120.00

Tire swings provide
movement and
vestibular input.
Spinning the tire swing
facilitates arousal,
while a back and forth
movement can
facilitate calming.

Pacific Pediatric Supplies
http://pacificpediatricsuppl
y.com/cart/index.php?mai
n_page=index&zenid=529
7068862d2133c4dea892c
67c890db

Sensory Edge
http://www.sensoryedge.c
om/
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Need properly
installed ceiling
mount.

$69.95

Home Depot
http://www.homedepot.ca

Flag house Inc.
www.flaghouse.ca

Trampoline (Mini)

Trampolines provide
movement and
vestibular input.

Consider the need
for a handle

$100.00

Walmart on-line

Weighted Blankets

Weighted blankets
provide deep pressure
input to the body to
help calm an overanxious or over
stimulated person.
Weighted animals
provide deep pressure
input to the body to
help calm an overanxious or over
stimulated person.

Must review
weighted blanket
document with
parents on risks.

$180.00$250.00

Sammons Preston 1-800665-9200 or
sammonspreston.ca

Review with child
not to wrap items
around their neck.

$37.00

School SpecialtyIntegrations

Weighted Lap
Pads/ Weighted
Lap Quilts

Weighted lap pads
provide deep pressure
input to the body to
help calm an overanxious or over
stimulated person.

Review wear time

$50.00

Sammons Preston 1-800665-9200 or
sammonspreston.ca

Weighted Vests

Weighted vests provide
deep pressure input to
the body to help calm
an over-anxious or
over stimulated person.
regulation.

Review wear time.
joint stimulation
anyways).

$50.00-$70.00

www.schoolspecialty.ca/a
bilitations

Weighted Animals

Vibrating pillows
and Animals

Vibration can be used
as a calming tool and
to distract a child from
another sensation such
as squeezing the pillow
during haircuts

Sammons Preston 1-800665-9200 or
sammonspreston.ca
Varies

www.senseez.ca
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